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Abstract

This article first provides an overview of important concepts in the field of information fusion, followed by a review of
milestones in audio-visual person identification and verification. Several recent adaptive and non-adaptive techniques
for reaching the verification decision (i.e., to accept or reject the claimant), based on speech and face information, are
then evaluated in clean and noisy audio conditions on a common database; it is shown that in clean conditions most of
the non-adaptive approaches provide similar performance and in noisy conditions most exhibit a severe deterioration in
performance; it is also shown that current adaptive approaches are either inadequate or utilize restrictive assumptions.
A new category of classifiers is then introduced, where the decision boundary is fixed but constructed to take into account
how the distributions of opinions are likely to change due tonoisy conditions; compared to a previously proposed adaptive
approach, the proposed classifiers do not make a direct assumption about the type of noise that causes the mismatch
between training and testing conditions.
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1 Introduction

A biometric verification (or authentication) system verifies
the identity of a claimant based on measures such as the
person’s face, voice, iris or fingerprints. Apart from various
forms of access control (e.g. border control, access to infor-
mation), verification systems can also be useful in forensic
work (where the task is whether a given biometric sample
belongs to a given suspect) and law enforcement applica-
tions [2, 47, 80]. Recently there has been a lot of inter-
est in multi-modal verification systems [9, 11, 24]; in such
systems biometric information from two or more sources is
utilized.

The aim of this article is to first provide a review of impor-
tant concepts in the field of information fusion, which then
leads to a review of literature pertaining to audio-visual per-
son identification and verification (Sections 2 and 3, respec-
tively). In the second part of the article we evaluate several
recent non-adaptive and adaptive techniques for reaching
the verification decision (using speech and face informa-
tion) in noisy audio conditions on a common database (Sec-
tions 4 and 5). We show that current adaptive approaches
are either inadequate or utilize restrictive assumptions.
A new category of post-classifiers (which utilize outputs
from modality experts) is then introduced in Section 6,
where the decision boundary is fixed but constructed to take
into account the effects of noisy conditions; this approach
has the advantage of being simpler than adaptive techniques
and able to handle noisy conditions which a previously pro-
posed adaptation technique cannot.

The reader may also be interested in the following articles
which cover other important aspects in biometrics (such as
front-end signal processing, hiding biometric data, privacy
and security issues): [12, 36, 78, 80].

2 Overview of Information Fusion

Broadly speaking, the terminformation fusionencompasses
any area which deals with utilizing a combination of differ-
ent sources of information, either to generate one represen-
tational format, or to reach a decision. This includes: con-
sensus building, team decision theory, committee machines,
integration of multiple sensors, multi-modal data fusion,
combination of multiple experts/classifiers, distributedde-
tection and distributed decision making. Pioneering publi-
cations can be traced back to the early 1980s [8, 48, 66, 67].

When looking from the point of decision making, there are
several motivations for using information fusion:

• Utilizing complementary information (e.g. audio and
video) can reduce error rates.

• Use of multiple sensors (i.e., redundancy) can increase
reliability.

• Cost of implementation can be reduced by using sev-
eral cheap sensors rather than one expensive sensor.

• Sensors can be physically separated, allowing the ac-
quisition of information from different points of view.

Humans utilize information fusion every day; some exam-
ples are: use of both eyes, seeing and touching the same
object, or seeing and hearing a person talk (which improves
intelligibility in noisy situations [63]). Several species of
snakes combine infrared information with visual informa-
tion [35, 44].

This section is a review of the most important and com-
mon approaches to information fusion. In literature infor-
mation fusion is often divided into several categories: sen-
sor data level fusion, feature level fusion, score fusion and
decision fusion [32, 35, 58]. However, it is more intuitive to
classify it into three main categories:pre-mapping fusion,
midst-mapping fusionandpost-mapping fusion, as shown in
Fig. 1. Inpre-mapping fusion, information is combined be-
fore any use of classifiers or experts; inmidst-mapping fu-
sion, information is combined during mapping from sensor-
data/feature space into opinion/decision space, while inpost-
mapping fusion, information is combined after mapping from
sensor-data/feature space into opinion/decision space (here
the mapping is accomplished by an ensemble of experts or
classifiers; while a classifier provides a hard decision, an ex-
pert provides an opinion (e.g. in the [0,1] interval) on each
possible decision).

In pre-mapping fusion, there are two main sub-categories:
sensor data level fusion and feature level fusion. Inpost-
mapping fusion, there are also two main sub-categories: de-
cision fusion and opinion fusion. It must be noted that in
some literature (e.g. [32, 35, 73]) the term “decision fu-
sion” also encompasses opinion fusion; however, since each
expert provides an opinion and not a decision, sub-typing
opinion fusion under “decision fusion” is incorrect.

Silsbee and Bovik [63] refer topre-mapping fusionandpost-
mapping fusion as pre-categorical integration and
post-categorical integration, respectively; Wark [77] refers
to pre-mapping fusionas input level or early fusionand
post-mapping fusionasclassifier levelor late fusion. Ross
and Jain [58] refer toopinion fusionasscore fusion.

In order to aid understanding, the following description of
fusion methods is presented in the general context of class
identification. Wherever necessary, comments are included
to elucidate a fusion approach in terms of the verification
application. This section leads onto the review of mile-
stones in the field of information fusion in audio-visual per-
son recognition (Section 3).

2.1 Pre-mapping Fusion: Sensor Data Level

In sensor data level fusion [32], the raw data from sensors
is combined. Depending on the application, there are two
main methods to accomplish this: weighted summation and
mosaic construction. For example, weighted summation
can be employed to combine visual and infra-red images
into one image, or, in the form of an average operation, to
combine the data from two microphones (to reduce the ef-
fects of noise); it must be emphasized that the data must
first be commensurate, which can be accomplished by map-
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Figure 1: Non-exhaustive tree of fusion types

ping to a common interval. Mosaic construction can be em-
ployed to create one image out of images provided by sev-
eral cameras, where each camera is observing a different
part of the same object [35].

2.2 Pre-mapping Fusion: Feature Level

In feature level fusion, features extracted from data pro-
vided by several sensors (or from one sensor but using dif-
ferent feature extraction techniques [50]) are combined. If
the features are commensurate, the combination can be ac-
complished by a weighted summation (e.g. features ex-
tracted from data provided by two microphones). If the fea-
tures are not commensurate, feature vector concatenation
can be employed [4, 32, 43, 58], where a new feature vec-
tor can be constructed by concatenating two or more feature
vectors (e.g. to combine audio and visual features).

There are three downsides to the feature vector concatena-
tion approach. The first is that there is no explicit control
over how much each vector contributes to the final deci-
sion. The second downside is that the separate feature vec-
tors must be available at the same frame rate (i.e., the fea-
ture extraction must be synchronous), which is a problem
when combining speech and visual feature vectors1. The
third downside is the dimensionality of the resulting fea-
ture vector, which can lead to the “curse of dimensionality”
problem [23]. Due to the above problems, in many cases
the post-mapping fusion approach is preferred (described
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

1For example, speech feature vectors are usually extracted at a rate of
100 per second [49], while visual features are constrained by the video
camera’s frame rate (25 fps in the PAL standard and 30 fps in the NTSC
standard [68]).

2.3 Midst-Mapping Fusion

Compared to other fusion techniques presented in this pa-
per, midst-mapping fusion is a relatively new and more com-
plex concept; here several information streams are processed
concurrently while mapping from feature space into opin-
ion/decision space. Midst-mapping fusion can be used for
exploitation of temporal synergies between the streams (e.g.
speech signal and video of lip movements), with the ability
to avoid problems present in vector concatenation (such as
the “curse of dimensionality” and the requirement of match-
ing frame rates). Examples of this type of fusion are ex-
tended Hidden Markov Models (adapted to handle multiple
streams of data [9, 10, 51, 53]), which have been shown
useful for text-dependent person verification [9, 45, 76].

2.4 Post-Mapping Fusion: Decision Fusion

In decision fusion [32, 35], each classifier in an ensemble
of classifiers provides a hard decision. The classifiers can
be of the same type but working with different features (e.g.
audio and video data), non-homogeneous classifiers work-
ing with the same features, or a hybrid of the previous two
types. The decisions can be combined by majority voting,
combination of ranked lists, or using AND & OR operators.

The inspiration behind the use of non-homogeneous classi-
fiers with the same features stems from the belief that each
classifier (due to different internal representation) may be
“good” at recognizing a particular set of classes while be-
ing “bad” at recognizing a different set of classes; thus a
combination of classifiers may overcome the “bad” proper-
ties of each classifier [33, 42].



2.4.1 Majority Voting

In majority voting [28, 35, 54], a consensus is reached on
the decision by having a majority of the classifiers declaring
the same decision. For a two class classification task, the
number of classifiers must be odd and greater than two (to
prevent ties).

2.4.2 Ranked List Combination

In ranked list combination [3, 33, 54], each classifier pro-
vides a ranked list of class labels, with the top entry indicat-
ing the most preferred class and the bottom entry indicating
the least preferred class. The ranked lists can then be com-
bined via various means [33], possibly taking into account
the reliability and discrimination ability of each classifier.
The decision is then usually reached by selecting the top
entry in the combined ranked list.

2.4.3 AND Fusion

In AND fusion [44, 72], a decision is reached only when all
the classifiers agree. As such, this type of fusion is quite
restrictive. For multi-class problems no decision may be
reached, thus it is mainly useful in situations where one
would like to detect the presence of an event/object, with
a low false acceptance bias (in a person verification sce-
nario, where we would like to detect the presence of a true
claimant, this translates to a high False Rejection Rate (FRR)
and low False Acceptance Rate (FAR)).

2.4.4 OR Fusion

In OR fusion [44, 72], a decision is made as soon as one
of the classifiers makes a decision. In comparison to AND
fusion, this type of fusion is very relaxed, providing mul-
tiple possible decisions in multi-class problems. Since in
most multi-class problems this is undesirable, OR fusion is
mainly useful where one would like to detect the presence
of an event/object with a low false rejection bias (in a per-
son verification scenario, where we would like to detect the
presence of a true claimant, this translates to a low FRR and
high FAR).

2.5 Post-Mapping Fusion: Opinion Fusion

In opinion fusion [32, 35, 58, 73] (also referred to as score
fusion), an ensemble of experts provides an opinion on each
possible decision. Since non-homogeneous experts can be
used (e.g. where one expert provides its opinion in terms of
distances while another in terms of a likelihood measure),
the opinions are usually required to be commensurate be-
fore further processing. This can be accomplished by map-
ping the output of each expert to the[0, 1] interval2, where
0 indicates the lowest opinion and1 the highest opinion. It

2The mapping can be performed via a sigmoid; see Section 4.4 for more
information.

must be noted that while the term non-homogeneous usu-
ally implies a different expert structure, it is sufficient for
a set of experts to be considered non-homogeneous if they
are using different features (e.g. audio and video features,
or different features extracted from one modality [50]).

In ranked list combination fusion (which doesn’t require the
mapping step) the rank itself could be considered to indicate
the opinion of the classifier. However, compared to opinion
fusion, some information regarding the “goodness” of each
possible decision is lost.

Opinions can be combined using weighted summation or
weighted product approaches (described in Sections 2.5.1
and 2.5.2, respectively) before using a classification crite-
rion, such as the MAX operator (which selects the class
with the highest opinion), to reach a decision. Alternatively,
a post-classifier (Section 2.5.3) can be used to directly reach
a decision. In the former approach, each expert can be con-
sidered to be an elaborate discriminant function, working
on its own section of the feature space [23].

The inherent advantage of weighted summation and product
fusion over feature vector concatenation and decision fusion
is that the opinions from each expert can be weighted. The
weights can be selected to reflect the reliability and discrim-
ination ability of each expert; thus when fusing opinions
from a speech and a face expert, it is possible to decrease
the contribution of the speech expert when working in low
audio SNR conditions (this type of fusion is known asadap-
tive fusion). The weights can also be optimized to satisfy a
given criterion (e.g. to obtain EER performance).

2.5.1 Weighted Summation Fusion

In weighted summation, the opinions regarding classj from
NE experts are combined using:

fj =

NE
X

i=1

wioi,j (1)

whereoi,j is the opinion from thei-th expert andwi is the
corresponding weight in the[0, 1] interval, with the con-
straint

∑NE

i=1
wi = 1. When all the weights are equal,

Eqn. (1) reduces to an arithmetic mean operation. The
weighted summation approach is also known aslinear opin-
ion pool[6] andsum rule[5, 42].

2.5.2 Weighted Product Fusion

The opinions can be interpreted as posterior probabilitiesin
the Bayesian framework [14]. Assuming the experts are in-
dependent, the opinions regarding classj from NE experts
can be combined using a product rule:

fj =

NE
Y

i=1

oi,j (2)

To account for varying discrimination ability and reliability
of each expert, the above method is modified by introducing



weighting:

fj =

NE
Y

i=1

(oi,j)
wi (3)

The weighted product approach is also known aslogarith-
mic opinion pool[6] andproduct rule[5, 42]. There are two
downsides to weighted product fusion: the first is that one
expert can have a large influence over the fused opinion -
for example, an opinion close to zero from one expert sets
the fused opinion also close to zero. The second downside
is that the independence assumption is only strictly valid
when each expert is using independent features.

2.5.3 Post-Classifier

Since the opinions produced by the experts indicate the “like-
lihood” of a particular class, the opinions can be considered
as features in “likelihood space”. The opinions fromNE

experts regardingNC classes form aNENC-dimensional
opinion vector, which is used by a classifier to make the
final decision. We shall refer to such a classifier as apost-
classifier3. It must be noted that the opinions do not neces-
sarily have to be commensurate, as it is the post-classifier’s
job to provide adequate mapping from the “likelihood space”
to class label space.

The obvious downside of this approach is that the resul-
tant dimensionality of the opinion vector is dependent on
the number of experts as well as the number of classes,
which can be quite large in some applications. However,
in a verification application, the dimensionality of the opin-
ion vector is usually only dependent on the number of ex-
perts [11]. Each expert provides only one opinion, indicat-
ing the likelihood that a given claimant is the true claimant
(thus a low opinion suggests that the claimant is an impos-
tor, while a high opinion suggests that the claimant is the
true claimant). The post-classifier then provides a decision
boundary inNE-dimensional space, separating the impos-
tor and true claimant classes4.

2.5.4 Special Case of Equivalence of Weighted Sum-
mation and Post-Classifier Approaches

In a normal verification application, there are only two classes
(i.e., true claimants and impostors) and each expert provides
only one opinion (i.e., high opinion suggests a true claimant
while a low opinion suggests an impostor). Once the fused
score is obtained using the weighted summation approach
the accept/reject decision can be reached as follows: given
a thresholdt, the claim is accepted whenf ≥ t (i.e., true
claimant); the claim is rejected whenf < t (i.e., impostor).
Eqn. (1) can thus be modified to:

F (~o) = ~wT~o − t (4)

where~wT = [ wi ]NE

i=1
and~oT = [ oi ]NE

i=1
; the decision is ac-

cordingly modified to: the claim is accepted whenF (~o) ≥ 0;
the claim is rejected whenF (~o) < 0.

3In the identification scenario, the described post-classifier is a natural
extension of the approach presented in [7]. In the verification scenario it
has been implemented by Ben-Yacoubet al. [11] as a binary classifier.

4see Fig. 6 for example decision boundaries.

It can be seen that Eqn. (4) is a form of a linear discriminant
function [23], indicating that the procedure of weighted sum-
mation followed by thresholding creates a linear decision
boundary inNE-dimensional space. Thus in the verifica-
tion application, weighted summation fusion is equivalent
to a post-classifier which uses a linear decision boundary to
separate the true claimant and impostor classes.

2.6 Hybrid Fusion

For certain applications, it may be necessary to combine
various fusion techniques due to practical considerations.
For example, Hong and Jain [34] used a fingerprint expert
and a frontal face expert; a hybrid fusion scheme involv-
ing a ranked list and opinion fusion was used: opinions of
the face expert for the topn identities were combined with
the opinions of the fingerprint expert for the correspond-
ing identities using a form of the product approach. This
hybrid approach was used to take into account the relative
computational complexity of the fingerprint expert (i.e., the
fingerprint expert was significantly slower than the face ex-
pert).

3 Milestones in Audio-Visual Person Recog-
nition

This section provides an overview of the most important
contributions in the field of audio-visual person recognition;
it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the concepts
presented in Section 2. We concentrate on the verification
task while briefly touching on the identification task. Al-
most all of the work reviewed here used different databases
and/or different experimental setup (e.g. experts and perfor-
mance measures), thus any direct comparison between the
numerical results would be meaningless. Numerical figures
are only shown in the first few cases to demonstrate that us-
ing fusion increases performance. Moreover, no thorough
description of the various experts used is provided, as it is
beyond the scope of this section.

The review is split into two areas: non-adaptive (Section
3.1) and adaptive (Section 3.2) approaches. In non-adaptive
approaches, the contribution of each expert is priorly fixed.
In adaptive approaches, the contribution of at least one ex-
pert is varied according to its reliability and discrimination
ability in the presence of some environmental condition;
for example, the contribution of a speech expert can be de-
creased when the audio SNR is lowered.

3.1 Non-Adaptive Approaches

Fusion of audio and visual information has been applied to
automatic person recognition in pioneering papers by Chi-
belushiet al. [19] in 1993 and Brunelliet al. [13, 14] in
1995.

Chibelushiet al. [19] combined information from speech
and still face profile images using a form of weighted sum-



mation fusion:
f = w1o1 + w2o2 (5)

whereo1 ando2 are the opinions from the speech and face
profile experts, respectively, with corresponding weightsw1

andw2. Each opinion reflects the likelihood that a given
claimant is the true claimant (i.e., a low opinion suggests
that the claimant is an impostor, while a high opinion sug-
gests that the claimant is the true claimant). Since there are
constraints on the weights (

∑2

i=1
wi = 1 and∀i : wi ≥ 0),

Eqn. (5) reduces to:

f = w1o1 + (1 − w1)o2 (6)

The verification decision was reached via thresholding the
fused opinion,f . When using the speech expert alone (i.e.,
w1 = 1), an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 3.4% was achieved,
while when using the face profile expert alone (i.e.,w1 =
0), an EER of 3.0% was obtained. Using an optimal weight
and threshold (in the EER sense) the EER was reduced to
1.5%.

Brunelli et al. [13] combined the opinions from a face ex-
pert (which utilized geometric features obtained from static
frontal face images) and a speech expert using the weighted
product approach:

f = (o1)w1 × (o2)(1−w1) (7)

When the speech expert was used alone (i.e.,w1 = 1), an
identification rate of 51% was obtained, while when the face
expert was used alone (i.e.,w1 = 0), an identification rate
of 92% was achieved. Using an optimal weight, the identi-
fication rate increased to 95%.

In [14], two speech experts (for static and delta features)
and three face experts (for the eye, nose and mouth areas of
the face) were used for person identification. The weighted
product approach was used to fuse the opinions, with the
weights found automatically via a heuristic approach. The
static and dynamic feature experts obtained an identifica-
tion rate of 77% and 71%, respectively. Combining the
two speech experts increased the identification rate to 88%.
The eye, nose and mouth experts obtained an identification
rate of 80%, 77% and 83%, respectively. Combining the
three facial experts increased the identification rate to 91%.
When all five experts were used, the identification rate in-
creased to 98%.

Dieckmannet al. [21] used three experts (frontal face ex-
pert, dynamic lip image expert and text-dependent speech
expert). A hybrid fusion scheme involving majority vot-
ing and opinion fusion was utilized; two of the experts had
to agree on the decision and the combined opinion had to
exceed a pre-set threshold. The hybrid fusion scheme pro-
vided better performance than using the underlying experts
alone.

Kittler et al. [41] used one frontal face expert which pro-
vided one opinion for one face image. Multiple images of
one person were used to generate multiple opinions, which
were then fused by various means, including averaging (a
special case of weighted summation fusion). It was shown
that error rates were reduced by up to 40% and that per-
formance gains tended to saturate after using five images

(however, no results were provided for using more than six
images). The results suggest that using a video sequence
of the face, rather than one image, provides superior perfor-
mance. In further work, Kittleret al. [42] provided theo-
retical foundations for common fusion approaches such as
the summation and product methods. However, the authors
also note that the underlying assumptions can be “unrealis-
tic”. Experimental results for combining the opinions from
three experts (two face experts (frontal and profile) and a
text-dependent speech expert) showed that the summation
approach outperformed the product approach.

Luettin [43] investigated the combination of speech and (vi-
sual) lip information using feature vector concatenation.In
order to match the frame rates of both feature sets, speech
information was extracted at 30 fps instead of the usual 100
fps. In text-dependent configuration, the fusion process re-
sulted in a minor performance improvement, however, in
text-independentconfiguration, the performance slightlyde-
creased; this suggests that feature vector concatenation in
this case is unreliable.

Jourlin et al. [39, 40] used a form of weighted summa-
tion fusion to combine the opinions of two experts: a text-
dependent speech expert and a text-dependent lip expert.
Using an optimal weight, fusion led to better performance
than using the underlying experts alone.

Abdeljaoued [1] proposed to use a Bayesian post-classifier
to reach the verification decision. Formally, the decision
rule is expressed as:

class=

8

<

:

C1 if
QNE

i=1 p(oi|λi,true) >
QNE

i=1 p(oi|λi,imp)

C2 otherwise
(8)

whereC1 andC2 are true claimant and impostor classes,
respectively,NE is the number of experts, whileλi,true and
λi,imp are, for thei-th expert, the parametric models of
the distribution of opinions for true claimant and impostor
claims, respectively5. Due to precision issues in a computa-
tional implementation, it is more convenient to use a sum-
mation rather than a series of multiplications. Sincelog(·)
is a monotonically increasing function, the decision rule can
be modified to:

class=

8

<

:

C1 if
PNE

i=1 log p(oi|λi,true) >
PNE

i=1 log p(oi|λi,imp)

C2 otherwise
(9)

To allow adjustment of FAR and FRR, the above decision
rule is in practice modified by introducing a threshold:

class=

8

<

:

C1 if
PNE

i=1 log p(oi|λi,true) −
PNE

i=1 log p(oi|λi,imp) > t

C2 otherwise
(10)

Abdeljaoued used three experts and showed that use of the
above classifier (with Beta distributions) provided lower er-
ror rates than when using the experts alone.

Ben-Yacoubet al. [11] investigated the use of several bi-
nary classifiers for opinion fusion using a post-classifier.

5In our experiments we utilize Gaussian Mixture Models to model the
distribution of opinions; see Section 4.2 for more information.



The investigated classifiers were: Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Bayesian classifier (using Beta distributions),
Fisher’s Linear Discriminant, Decision Tree and Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP). Three experts were used: a frontal face
expert and two speech based experts (text-dependent and
text-independent). It was found that the SVM classifier (us-
ing a polynomial kernel) and the Bayesian classifier pro-
vided the best results.

Verlinde [73] also investigated various binary classifiersfor
opinion fusion as well as the majority voting and AND &
OR fusion methods (which fall in the decision fusion cat-
egory). Three experts were used: frontal face expert, face
profile expert and a text-independent speech expert. In the
case of decision fusion, each expert acted like a classifier
and provided a hard decision rather than an opinion. The
investigated classifiers were: Decision Tree, MLP, Logistic
Regression (LR) based classifier, Bayesian classifier using
Gaussian distributions, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant andvar-
ious forms of thek-Nearest Neighbour classifier. Verlinde
found that the LR based classifier (which created a linear
decision surface) provided the lowest overall error rates as
well as being the easiest to train. Verlinde also attempted
to develop a piece-wise linear classifier but obtained poor
results.

Wark et al. [74] used the weighted summation approach to
combine the opinions of a speech expert and a lip expert
(both text-independent). The performance of the speech ex-
pert was deliberately decreased by adding varying amounts
of white noise to speech data (where the SNR varied from
50 to 10 dB). Experimental results showed that although
the performance of the system was always better than us-
ing the speech expert alone, it significantly decreased as
the noise level increased. Depending on the values of the
weights (which were priorly selected), the performance in
high noise levels was actually worse than using the lip ex-
pert alone (a condition referred to ascatastrophic fusion
[77]). The authors proposed a statistically inspired method
of priorly selecting weights (described below) which re-
sulted in good performance in clean conditions and never
fell below the performance of the lip expert in noisy con-
ditions; however, the performance in noisy conditions was
shown not to be optimal and no results were reported for
SNR levels below 10 dB; moreover, the performance (for
each noise level) was found using only 30 true claimant tests
and 210 impostor tests.

The weight for the speech expert was found as follows:

w1 =
ζ2

ζ1 + ζ2
(11)

where

ζi =

s

σ2
i,true

Ntrue

+
σ2

i,imp

Nimp

(12)

where, for thei-th expert,ζi is the standard error [17] of
the difference between sample meansµi,true andµi,imp of
opinions for true and impostor claims, respectively,σ2

i,true

and σ2
i,imp are the corresponding variances, whileNtrue

and Nimp is the number of opinions for true and impos-
tor claims, respectively. Warket al. referred toζi as a

prior confidence. Since there are constraints on the weights
(
∑2

i=1
wi = 1 and∀i : wi ≥ 0), the weight for the lip ex-

pert is1 − w1.

Wark et al. assumed that the standard error gives relative
indication of the discrimination ability of an expert. The
less variation there is in the opinions for known true and
impostor claims, the lower the standard error; thus a low
standard error indicates better performance.

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov Models (MS-HMMs) (a form
of midst-mapping fusion) were evaluated for the task of
text-dependent audio-visual person identification in [76].
The audio stream was comprised of a sequence of vectors
containing Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
[56] and their deltas [64], while the video stream was com-
prised of a sequence of feature vectors describing lip con-
tours. Due to the nature of the MS-HMM implementation
the frame rate of the video features had to match the frame
rate of the audio features (accomplished by up-sampling).
Experiments on a small audio-visual database showed that
for high SNRs the performance was comparable to that of
an audio-only HMM system (which outperformed the video-
only HMM system), while at low SNRs the multi-stream
system obtained significantly better performance than the
audio-only system and exceeded the performance of the
video-only system. No comparison was given against a sys-
tem utilizing pre-mapping or post-mapping fusion (e.g. uti-
lizing two separate experts and opinion fusion).

Bengio [9] addressed several limitations of previous MS-
HMM systems, allowing the two streams to be temporar-
ily desynchronized (since related events in the streams may
start and/or end at different points, e.g. lip movement can
start before speech is heard) and have different frame rates
(thus up-sampling is no longer required). Experiments on
a small audio-visual database (using two feature streams
similar to the audio and video streams described for [76],
above) showed that while at a relatively high SNR the per-
formance was worse than a text-independentaudio-only sys-
tem, the performance was better at lower SNRs; moreover,
the proposed system had higher performance (and was more
robust) than a text-dependent HMM system based on fea-
ture vector concatenation.

3.2 Adaptive Approaches

Wark et al. [75] extended the work presented in [74] (see
above) by proposing a heuristic method to adjust the weights.
Experimental results showed that although the performance
significantly decreased as the noise level increased, it was
always better than using the speech expert alone. However,
in high noise levels, equal weights (non-adaptive) were
shown to provide better performance. A major disadvan-
tage of the method is that the calculation of the weights in-
volved finding the opinion of the speech expert for all pos-
sible claims (i.e., for all persons enrolled in the system),
thus limiting the approach to systems with a small number
of clients due to practical considerations (i.e., time taken to
verify a claim). Moreover, similar experimental limitations



were present as described for [74] (above).

In further work [77], Wark proposed another heuristic tech-
nique of weight adjustment (described below). In a text-
dependent configuration, the system provided performance
which was always better than using the lip expert alone.
However, in a text-independent configuration, the perfor-
mance in low SNR conditions was worse than using the lip
expert alone.

The weight for the speech expert was found as follows:

w1 =

»

ζ2

ζ1 + ζ2

– »

κ1

κ1 + κ2

–

(13)

where ζ2

ζ1+ζ2

was found using Eqn. (12) during training and

κi =
|M(oi)i,true −M(oi)i,imp|

µi,true

(14)

was found during testing. Wark referred toκi as the poste-
rior confidence. For thei-th expert,M(oi)i,true =

(oi−µi,true)2

σ2

i,true

is the one dimensional squared Mahalanobis distance [23]
between opinionoi and the model of opinions for true claims.
Here,µi,true andσ2

i,true are the mean and variance of opin-
ions for true claims, respectively; they are found during
training.

Similarly, M(oi)i,imp =
(oi−µi,imp)2

σ2

i,imp

is the one dimensional

squared Mahalanobis distance between opinionoi and the
model of opinions for impostor claims. Here,µi,imp and
σ2

i,imp are the mean and variance of opinions for impostor
claims, respectively; they are found during training.

Under clean conditions, the distance between a given opin-
ion for a true claim and the model of opinions for true claims
should be small. Similarly, the distance between a given
opinion for a true claim and the model of opinions for im-
postor claims should be large. Vice versa applies for a given
opinion for an impostor claim; hence under clean condi-
tions,κi should be large. Wark used empirical evidence to
argue that under noisy conditions, the distances should de-
crease, henceκi should decrease.

We recently proposed [60] a weight adjustment method which
is summarized as follows. Every time a speech utterance is
recorded, it is usually preceded by a short segment which
contains only ambient noise. From each training utterance,
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [49, 56] from
the noise segment are used to construct a global noise Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM),λnoise. Given a test speech ut-

terance,NnoiseMFCC feature vectors,{~xi}
Nnoise
i=1 , represent-

ing the noise segment, are used to estimate the utterance’s
quality by measuring the mismatch fromλnoiseas follows:

q =
1

Nnoise

Nnoise
X

i=1

log p(~xi|λnoise) (15)

The larger the difference between the training and testing
conditions, the lowerq is going to be.q is then mapped to
the [0, 1] interval using a sigmoid:

qmap=
1

1 + exp[−a(q − b)]
(16)

wherea andb describe the shape of the sigmoid. The values
of a andb are manually selected so thatqmap is close to one
for clean training utterances and close to zero for training
utterances artificially corrupted with noise (thus this adap-
tation method is dependent on the noise type that caused the
mismatch).

Let us assume that the face expert is the first expert and that
the speech expert is the second expert. Given a prior weight
w2,prior for the speech expert (which is found on clean data
[to achieve, for example, EER performance]), the adapted
weight for the speech expert is found using:

w2 = qmapw2,prior (17)

Since we are using a two modal system the corresponding
weight for the face expert is found using:w1 = 1 − w2.
We shall refer to this weight adjustment method as themis-
match detectionmethod.

4 Performance of Non-Adaptive Approaches
in Noisy Audio Conditions

In this section we evaluate the performance of feature vec-
tor concatenation fusion and several non-adaptive opinion
fusion methods (weighted summation fusion, Bayesian and
SVM post-classifiers), for combining face and speech infor-
mation under the presence of audio noise.

4.1 VidTIMIT Audio-Visual Database

The VidTIMIT database [60], created by the authors, is
comprised of video and corresponding audio recordings of
43 people (19 female and 24 male), reciting short sentences
selected from the NTIMIT corpus [37]. It was recorded in
3 sessions, with a mean delay of 7 days between Session 1
and 2, and 6 days between Session 2 and 3.

There are 10 sentences per person. The first six sentences
are assigned to Session 1. The next two sentences are as-
signed to Session 2 with the remaining two to Session 3.
The first two sentences for all persons are the same, with
the remaining eight generally different for each person. The
mean duration of each sentence is 4.25 seconds, or approx-
imately 106 video frames.

The recording was done in a noisy office environment us-
ing a broadcast quality digital video camera. The video of
each person is stored as a sequence of JPEG images with a
resolution of 512× 384 pixels (columns× rows); the cor-
responding audio is stored as a mono, 16 bit, 32 kHz WAV
file.

4.2 Speech Expert

The speech expert is comprised of two main components:
speech feature extraction and a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) opinion generator. The speech signal is analyzed
on a frame by frame basis, with a typical frame length of



20 ms and a frame advance of 10 ms. For each frame, a 37-
dimensional feature vector is extracted, comprised of Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), which reflect the
instantaneous Fourier spectrum [49, 56], their correspond-
ing deltas (which represent transitional spectral informa-
tion) [64] and Maximum Auto-Correlation Values (which
represent pitch and voicing information) [79]. Cepstral mean
subtraction was applied to MFCCs [25, 56]. The sequence
of feature vectors is then processed by a parametric Voice
Activity Detector (VAD) [30, 31], which removes feature
vectors that are considered to represent silence or back-
ground noise.

The distribution of feature vectors for each person is mod-
eled by a GMM. Given a claim for personC ’s identity and
a set of feature vectorsX = {~xi}

NV

i=1
supporting the claim,

the average log-likelihood of the claimant being the true
claimant is found with:

L(X|λC) =
1

NV

NV
X

i=1

log p(~xi|λC) (18)

where

p(~x|λ) =

NG
X

j=1

mj N (~x; ~µj , Σj) (19)

λ = {mj , ~µj , Σj}
NG
j=1 (20)

HereλC is the parameter set6 for client C, NG is the num-
ber of Gaussians,mj is the weight for Gaussianj (with
constraints

∑NG

j=1
mj = 1 and∀ j : mj ≥ 0). N (~x; ~µ, Σ) is

a multi-variate Gaussian function with mean~µ and diagonal
covariance matrixΣ:

N (~x; ~µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)
D
2 |Σ|

1

2

exp

»

−1

2
(~x − ~µ)T

Σ
−1(~x − ~µ)

–

(21)

whereD is the dimensionality of~x. Given the average log-
likelihood of the claimant being an impostor,L(X|λ

C
), an

opinion on the claim is found using:
O(X|λC , λ

C
) = L(X|λC) − L(X|λ

C
) (22)

The verification decision is reached as follows: given a thresh-
old t, the claim is accepted whenO(X |λC , λC) ≥ t and
rejected whenO(X |λC , λC) < t. The opinion reflects the
likelihood that a given claimant is the true claimant (i.e.,
a low opinion suggests that the claimant is an impostor,
while a high opinion suggests that the claimant is the true
claimant). In mono-modal systems, the opinion can be thresh-
olded to achieve the final verification decision.

4.2.1 Estimation of Model Parameters (Training)

First, a Universal Background Model (UBM) is trained us-
ing the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [20, 23]7;
as it is a good representation of the general population [57],
it is also used to find the average log-likelihood of the
claimant being an impostor, i.e.:

L(X|λ
C

) = L(X|λubm ) (23)

6We use the termsparameter setandmodelinterchangeably.
7We used 20 iterations of EM algorithm; Reynolds [55] suggests that

the EM algorithm generally converges in 10 to 15 iterations,with further
iterations resulting in only very minor improvements.

The parameters (λ) for each client model are then found by
using the client’s training data and adapting the UBM using
a form of Maximuma Posterioriadaptation [27, 57].

4.3 Face Expert

The face expert is similar to the speech expert; the main dif-
ference is in the feature extraction method. Here we use the
common Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique
[69] (also known as eigenfaces), which is holistic in nature
(that is, one face image yields one feature vector)8.

Before facial feature extraction can occur, the face must
first be located [18]. Furthermore, to account for varying
distances to the camera, a geometrical normalization must
be performed. To find the face, we use template matching
with several prototype faces of varying dimensions9. Using
the distance between the eyes as a size measure, an affine
transformation is used [29] to adjust the size of the image,
resulting in the distance between the eyes to be the same for
each person. Finally a64× 56 pixel (columns× rows) face
window, containing the eyes and the nose (the most invari-
ant face area to changes in the expression and hair style) is
extracted from the image.

PCA based feature extraction is performed as follows. A
given size normalized face image is represented by a matrix
containing grey level pixel values; the matrix is then con-
verted to a face vector,~v, by concatenating all the columns;
aD-dimensional feature vector,~x, is then obtained by:

~x = U
T (~v − ~vµ) (24)

whereU containsD eigenvectors (corresponding to theD
largest eigenvalues) of the training data covariance matrix,
and~vµ is the mean of training face vectors. In our experi-
ments we use training images from all clients (i.e. exclud-
ing impostors) findU and~vµ; moreover,D = 20. Prelim-
inary experiments showed that whileD = 30 obtained op-
timal face verification, the performance was not improved
further with the use of fusion; since in this paper we wish
to evaluate how noisy audio conditions degrade fusion per-
formance, we deliberately detuned the face expert so that
fusion had a positive effect on performance in clean condi-
tions.

4.4 Mapping Opinions to the [0,1] Interval

The experiments reported throughout this paper utilize the
following method (inspired by [39]) of mapping the output
of each expert to the[0, 1] interval.

The original opinion of experti, oi,orig, is mapped to the
[0, 1] interval using a sigmoid:

oi =
1

1 + exp[−τi(oi,orig)]
(25)

8Non-holistic (local) face features can also be effectivelyused with the
GMM opinion generator [16, 61, 62].

9A “mother” prototype face was constructed by averaging manually
extracted and size normalized faces from clients (non-impostors) in the
VidTIMIT database; prototype faces of various sizes were constructed by
applying an affine transform to the “mother” prototype face.



where

τi(oi,orig) =
o

i,orig − (µi − 2σi)

2σi

(26)

where, for experti, µi andσi are the mean and the standard
deviation of original opinions for true claims, respectively.
Assuming that the original opinions for true and impostor
claims follow Gaussian distributionsN (o

i,orig;µi, σi
2) and

N (o
i,orig;µi − 4σi, σi

2) respectively, approximately 95% of
the values lie in the[µi −2σi , µi +2σi] and[µi −6σi , µi −2σi]

intervals, respectively [23] (see also Fig. 2). Eqn. (26) maps
the opinions to the[−2, 2] interval, which corresponds to
the approximately linear portion of the sigmoid in Eqn. (25).
The sigmoid is necessary to take care of situations where the
assumptions do not hold entirely.

4.5 Support Vector Machine Post-Classifier

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [70] has been previ-
ously used by Ben-Yacoubet al. [11] as a post-classifier.
While an in-depth description of SVM is beyond the scope
of this section, important points are summarized; for more
detail, the reader is referred to [15].

The SVM is based on the principle of Structural Risk Min-
imization (SRM) as opposed to Empirical Risk Minimiza-
tion (ERM) used in classical learning approaches. Under
ERM, without testing on a separate data set, it is unknown
which decision surface would have a good generalization
capability. For the case of the SVM, the decision surface has
to satisfy a requirement which is thought to obtain the best
generalization capability. For example, let us assume we
have a set of training vectors belonging to two completely
separable classes and we seek a linear decision surface that
separates the classes. Let us define the termmarginas the
sum of distances from the decision surface (in the space im-
plied by the employed kernel, see below) to the two closest
points from the two classes (one point from each class); we
interpret the meaning of the margin as a measure of gen-
eralization capability. Thus using the SRM principle, the
optimal decision surface has the maximummargin.

The SVM is inherently a binary classifier. Let us define
a setS containingNV opinion vectors (NE-dimensional)
belonging to two classes labeled as−1 and+1, indicating
impostor and true claimant classes respectively:

S =
n

(~oi, yi) | ~oi ∈ R
NE , yi ∈ {−1, +1}

oNV

i=1
(27)

The SVM uses the following function to map a given vector
to its label space (i.e.,−1 or +1):

f(~o) = sign

0

@

NV
X

i=1

αiyiK(~oi, ~o) + b

1

A (28)

where vectors~oi with correspondingαi > 0 are known as
support vectors(hence the name of the classifier).K(~d,~e)
is a symmetric kernel function, subject to Mercer’s condi-
tion [15, 70]. ~αT = [αi]

NV

i=1
is found by minimizing (via

quadratic programming):

−

NV
X

i=1

αi +
1

2

NV
X

i=1

NV
X

j=1

αiαjyiyjK(~oi, ~oj) (29)

subject to constraints:
~αT ~y = 0 (30)

αi ∈ [0, C] ∀ i (31)

where,~yT = [ yi ]NV

i=1
andC is a large positive value (e.g.

1000); C is utilized to allow training with non-separable
data. The parameterb is found after~α has been found [15].
The kernel functionK(~d,~e) usually implements a dot prod-
uct in a high dimensional space,R

h (whereh > NE),
which can improve separability of the data [59]; note that
the data isnot explicitly projected into high dimensional
space. Popular kernels used for pattern recognition prob-
lems are [15]:

K(~d,~e) = ~dT~e (32)

K(~d,~e) = (~d T~e + 1)p (33)

K(~d,~e) = exp(−
1

σ2
||~d − ~e||2) (34)

Eqn. (32) is a dot product, which is referred to as the lin-
ear kernel, Eqn. (33) is ap-th degree polynomial, while
Eqn. (34) is a Gaussian kernel (whereσ represents the stan-
dard deviation of the kernel).

The experiments reported in this section utilize the SVM
engine developed by Joachims [38]. In a verification system
there is generally more training data for the impostor class
than the true claimant class; thus a misclassification on the
impostor class (i.e., a FA error) has less contribution toward
the EER than a misclassification on the true claimant class
(i.e., a FR error). Hence standard SVM training, which in
the non-separable case minimizes thetotal misclassification
rate (subject to SRM constraints), is not compatible with
the EER criterion. Fortunately, Joachims’ SVM engine al-
lows setting of an appropriate cost of making an error on ei-
ther class; while this does not explicitly guarantee training
for EER, the cost can be tuned manually until performance
close to EER is obtained.

4.6 Experiments

The experiments were done on the VidTIMIT database (see
Section 4.1); the speech and frontal face experts are de-
scribed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. For the speech
expert, best results on clean test data10 were obtained with
32-Gaussian client models. For the face expert, best results
were obtained with one-Gaussian client models.

Session 1 was used as the training data. To find the per-
formance, Sessions 2 and 3 were used for obtaining expert
opinions of known impostor and true claims. Four utter-
ances, each from eight fixed persons (four male and four fe-
male), were used for simulating impostor accesses against
the remaining 35 persons. For each of the remaining 35
persons, their four utterances were used separately as true
claims. In total, there were 1120 impostor and 140 true
claims.

In the first set of experiments, speech signals were cor-
rupted by additive white Gaussian noise, with the resulting

10By clean datawe mean original data which has not been artificially
corrupted with noise.



SNR varying from 12 to -8 dB; SNR of -8 dB was cho-
sen as the end point as preliminary experiments showed
that at this SNR the EER of the speech expert was close
to chance level. In the second set of experiments, speech
signals were corrupted speech signals were corrupted by
adding “operations-room” noise from the NOISEX-92 cor-
pus [71]; the “operations-room” noise contains background
speech as well as machinery sounds. Again, the resulting
SNR varied from 12 to -8 dB.

Performance of the following configurations was found:
speech expert alone, face expert alone, feature vector con-
catenation, weighted summation fusion (equivalent to a post-
classifier with a linear decision boundary), the Bayesian
post-classifier and the SVM post-classifier. For the latter
three approaches, the face expert provided the first opinion
(o1) while the speech expert provided the second opinion
(o2) when forming the opinion vector~o = [ o1 o2 ]T .

The parameters for weighted summation fusion were found
via an exhaustive search procedure. For the Bayesian post-
classifier, two Gaussians were used to model the distribu-
tion of opinion vectors (one Gaussian each for true claimant
and impostor distributions); multiple Gaussians for each
distribution, i.e. GMMs, were also evaluated but did not
provide performance advantages. For the SVM post- clas-
sifier, the linear kernel [see Eqn. (32)] was used; other ker-
nels were also evaluated but did not provide performance
advantages.

As described in Section 2.2, the basic idea of the feature
vector concatenation is to concatenate the speech and face
feature vectors to form a new feature vector. However, be-
fore concatenation can be done, the frame rates from the
speech and face feature extractors must match. Recall that
the frame rate for speech features is 100 fps while the stan-
dard frame rate for video is 25 fps (using off the shelf com-
mercial PAL video cameras). A straightforward approach
to match the frame rates is to artificially increase the video
frame rate and generate the missing frames by copying orig-
inal frames. It is also possible to decrease the frame rate
of the speech features, but this would result in less speech
information being available, decreasing performance [43].
Thus in the experiments reported in this section, the in-
formation loss is avoided by utilizing the former approach
of artificially increasing the video frame rate. As done by
the speech expert, the feature vectors resulting from feature
vector concatenation were processed by the VAD (Section
4.2). Best results on clean data were obtained with one-
Gaussian client models.

The equivalency described in Section 2.5.4 has several im-
plications on the measurement of performance of multi-expert
systems. In speech based verification systems, the Equal
Error Rate (EER) is often used as a measure of expected
performance [22, 26]. In a single expert configuration this
amounts to selecting the appropriate posterior threshold so
that the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is equal to the False
Rejection Rate (FRR); in a multi-expert scenario this trans-
lates to selecting appropriate posterior parameters for opin-
ion mapping (Section 4.4) and for the post-classifier (in the

weighted summation case the parameters are~w andt). In
a multi-expertadaptivesystem, the weights are automati-
cally tuned in an attempt to account the current reliability
of one or more experts (as in the system proposed by Wark
[77]). Tuning the threshold to obtain EER performance is
equivalent to modifying one of the parameters of the post-
classifier, which is in effectfurther adaptationof the post-
classifier after observing the effect that the weights have on
the distribution off [Eqn. (1)] for true and impostor claims.
Since this cannot be accomplished in real life, it is a fallacy
to report the performance innoisy conditionsin terms of
EER for anadaptivemulti-expert system.

Taking into account the above argumentation and to keep
the presentation of results consistent between non-adaptive
and adaptive systems, the results in this paper are reported
in the following manner. The post-classifier is tuned for
EER performance on clean test data (analogous to the popu-
lar practice of using the posterior threshold in single-expert
systems [22, 26]); performance in clean and noisy condi-
tions is then reported in terms of Total Error (TE), defined
as:

TE = FAR + FRR (35)

where the post-classifier parameters are fixed (in non- adap-
tive systems), or automatically varied (in adaptive systems).
We note that posterior selection of parameters (for clean
data) puts an optimistic bias on the results; however, since
we wish to evaluate how noisy audio conditions degrade fu-
sion performance, we would like to have an optimal starting
point.

Performance of the face and speech experts is shown in Fig.
3; performance of the four multi-modal systems is shown in
Fig. 4 for white noise, and in Fig. 5 for “operations-room”
noise. Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of opinion vec-
tors in clean and noisy (SNR = -8 dB) conditions (white
noise), respectively, with the decision boundaries used by
the three post-classifier approaches.

4.7 Discussion

4.7.1 Effect of Noisy Conditions on Distribution
of Opinion Vectors

For convenience, let us refer to the distribution of opin-
ion vectors for true claims and impostor claims as the true
claimant and impostor opinion distributions, respectively.

As can be observed in Figs. 6 and 7, the main effect of noisy
conditions is the movement of the mean of the true claim
opinion distribution towards theo1 axis. This movement
can be explained by analyzing Eqn. (22). Let us suppose a
true claim has been made; in clean conditionsL(X|λC) will
be high whileL(X|λ

C
) will be low, causingo2 (the opinion

of the speech expert) to be high. When the speech expert
is processing noisy speech signals, there is a mismatch be-
tween training and testing conditions, causing the feature
vectors to drift away from the feature space described by
the true claimant model (λC ); this in turn causesL(X|λC)

to decrease. IfL(X|λ
C

) decreases by the same amount as
L(X|λC), theno2 is relatively unchanged; however, asλC
is a good representation of the general population, it usu-



ally covers a wide area of the feature space (see Section
4.2). Thus while the feature vectors may have drifted away
from the space described by the true claimant model, they
may still be “inside” the space described by the anti-client
model, causingL(X|λ

C
) to decrease by a smaller amount,

which in turn causeso2 to decrease.

Let us now suppose that several impostor claims have been
made; in clean conditionsL(X|λC) will be low whileL(X|λ

C
)

will be high, causingo2 to be low. The true claimant model
does not represent the impostor feature space, indicating
thatL(X|λC) should be consistently low for impostor claims
in noisy conditions. As mentioned above,λ

C
usually covers

a wide area of the feature space, thus even though the fea-
tures have drifted due to mismatched conditions, the may
still be “inside” the space described by the anti-client model;
this indicates thatL(X|λ

C
) should remain relatively high in

noisy conditions, which in turn indicates that the impostor
opinion distribution should change relatively little due to
noisy conditions.

While Figs. 6 and 7 show the effects of corrupting speech
signals with additive white Gaussian noise, we have ob-
served similar effects with the “operations-room” noise.

4.7.2 Effect of Noisy Conditions on Performance

In clean conditions, the weighted summation approach, SVM
and Bayesian post-classifiers obtain performance better than
either the face or speech expert. However, in high noise lev-
els (SNR = -8 dB), all have performance worse than the face
expert; this is expected since in all cases the decision mech-
anism uses fixed parameters.

All three approaches exhibit similar performance upto a SNR
of 8 dB. As the SNR decreases further, the weighted sum-
mation approach is significantly more affected than the SVM
and Bayesian post-classifiers. The differences in perfor-
mance in noisy conditions can be attributed to the decision
boundaries used by each approach, shown in Figs. 6 and 7;
it can be seen that the weighted summation approach has a
decision boundary which results in the most mis- classifica-
tions of true claimant opinion vectors in noisy conditions.

The performance of the feature concatenation fusion ap-
proach is relatively more robust than the three post-classifier
approaches. However, for most SNRs the performance is
worse than the face expert, suggesting that while in this
case feature concatenation fusion is relatively robust to the
effects of noise, it is not optimal. The relatively poor per-
formance in clean conditions can be attributed to the VAD;
the entire speech signal was classified as containing speech
instead of only the speech segments, thus providing a signif-
icant amount of irrelevant (non-discriminatory) information
when modeling and calculating opinions. Unlike the feature
vectors obtained from the speech signal (which could con-
tain either background noise or speech) each facial feature
vector contained valid face information; since the speech
and facial vectors were concatenated to form one feature
vector, the VAD could not distinguish between feature vec-

tors containing background noise and speech. As stated
previously, best results were obtained with one-Gaussian
client models (compared to 32-Gaussian client models for
the speech-only expert), suggesting that when more Gaus-
sians were used, they were used for modeling the non- dis-
criminatory information; moreover, since one-Gaussian
models are inherently less precise than 32-Gaussian mod-
els, we would expect them to be more robust to changes
in distribution of feature vectors; indeed the results suggest
that this is occurring.

5 Performance of Adaptive Approaches in
Noisy Audio Conditions

In this section we evaluate the performance of several adap-
tive opinion fusion methods described in Section 3.2, namely
weighted summation fusion with Wark’s weight selection
and themismatch detectionweight adjustment method.

The experimental setup is similar to the one described in
Section 4.6. Based on manual observation of plots of speech
signals from the VidTIMIT database,Nnoise was set to 30
for the mismatch detection method [see Eqn. (15)]. One
Gaussian forλnoise was sufficient in preliminary experi-
ments. The sigmoid parametersa andb [in Eqn. (16)] were
obtained by observing howq in Eqn. (15) decreased as the
SNR was lowered (using white Gaussian noise) on utter-
ances in Session 1 (i.e., training utterances). The resulting
value of qmap in Eqn. (16) was close to one for clean ut-
terances and close to zero for utterances with an SNR of
-8 dB.

Performance of the adaptive systems is shown in Fig. 8 for
white noise, and in Fig. 9 for “operations-room” noise.

5.1 Discussion

Wark’s weight selection approach assumes that under noisy
conditions, the distance between a given opinion for an im-
postor claim and the corresponding model of opinions for
impostor claims will decrease [see Eqn. (14)]. However, the
impostor distribution changed relatively little due to noisy
conditions (as discussed in Section 4.7.1), thus Wark’s pos-
terior confidences (κ) for impostor claims changed rela-
tively little as the SNR was lowered. However, Wark’s ap-
proach appears to be more robust than the fixed weighted
summation approach; this is not due to the posterior confi-
dences (κ), but due to the decision boundary being steeper
from the start (thus being able to partially take into account
the movement of opinion vectors due to noisy conditions);
the nature of decision boundary was largely determined by
the prior confidences (ζ) found with Eqn. (12).

For the case of white noise, when the mismatch detection
weight adjustment method is used in the weighted summa-
tion approach, the performance gently deteriorates as the
SNR is lowered, becoming slightly worse than the perfor-
mance of the face expert at an SNR of -4 dB. For the case
of “operations-room” noise, the mismatch detection method



shows its limitation of being dependent on the noise type;
the algorithm was configured to operate with white noise
and was unable to handle the “operations-room” noise, re-
sulting in performance very similar to the fixed (non- adap-
tive) approach.

6 Structurally Noise Resistant
Post-Classifiers

Partly inspired by the SVM implementation of the SRM
principle (see Section 4.5) and by the movement of opinion
vectors due to presence of noise (see Section 4.7.1) a struc-
turally noise resistant piece-wise linear (PL) post-classifier
is developed (Section 6.1). As the name suggests, the de-
cision boundary used by the post-classifier is designed so
that the contribution of errors from the movement of opin-
ion vectors is minimized; this is in comparison to standard
post-classifier approaches, where the decision boundary is
selected to optimize performance on clean data, with lit-
tle or no regard to how the distributions of opinions may
change due to noisy conditions. The Bayesian classifier
presented in Section 3.1 is modified to introduce a similar
structural constraint (Section 6.2). The performance of the
two proposed post-classifiers is evaluated in Section 6.3.

6.1 Piece-Wise Linear Post-Classifier
Let us describe the PL post-classifier as a discriminant func-
tion composed of two linear discriminant functions:

g(~o) =

(

a(~o) if o2 ≥ o2,int

b(~o) otherwise
(36)

where~o = [ o1 o2 ]T is a two-dimensional opinion vector,
a(~o) = m1o1 − o2 + c1 (37)

b(~o) = m2o1 − o2 + c2 (38)

ando2,int is the threshold for selecting whether to usea(~o)
or b(~o); Figure 10 shows an example of the decision bound-
ary. The verification decision is reached as follows: the
claim is accepted wheng(~o) ≤ 0 (i.e. true claimant) and
rejected wheng(~o) > 0 (i.e. impostor).

The first segment of the decision boundary can be described
by a(~o) = 0, which reduces Eqn. (37) to:

o2 = m1o1 + c1 (39)

If we assumeo2 is a function ofo1, Eqn. (39) is simply the
description of a line [65], wherem1 is the gradient andc1

is the value at which the line intercepts theo2 axis. Similar
argument can be applied to the description of the second
segment of the decision boundary. Givenm1, c1, m2 and
c2, we can findo2,int as follows. The two lines intersect at
a single point~oint = [ o1,int o2,int ]T ; moreover, when the
two lines intersect,a(~oint) = b(~oint) = 0. Hence

o2,int = m1o1,int + c1 = m2o1,int + c2 (40)

which leads to:

o1,int =
c1 − c2

m2 − m1
(41)

o2,int = m2

„

c1 − c2

m2 − m1

«

+ c2 (42)

6.1.1 Structural Constraints and Training

As described in Section 4.7.1, the main effect of noisy con-
ditions is the movement of opinion vectors for true claims
toward theo1 axis. We would like to obtain a decision
boundary which minimizes the increase of errors due to this
movement. Structurally, this requirement translates to a de-
cision boundary that is as steep as possible; moreover, to
keep consistency with the experiments done in Sections 4
and 5, the classifier should be trained for EER performance.
This in turn translates to the following constraints on the pa-
rameters of the PL classifier:

1. Both lines must exist in valid 2D opinion space (where
the opinion from each expert is in the [0,1] interval)
indicating that their intersect is constrained to exist in
valid 2D opinion space.

2. Gradients for both lines need to be as large as possible
(so the decision boundary that is as steep as possible).

3. The EER criterion must be satisfied.

Let λPL = {m1, c1, m2, c2} be the set of PL classifier pa-
rameters. Given an initial solution, described in Section
6.1.2, the downhill simplex optimization method [46, 52]
can be used to find the final parameters. The following func-
tion is minimized:

ε(λPL) = ǫ1(λPL) + ǫ2(λPL) + ǫ3(λPL) (43)

whereǫ1(λPL) throughǫ3(λ)PL (defined below) represent
constraints 1-3 described above, respectively.

ǫ1(λPL) = γ1 + γ2 (44)

where γj =

(

|oj,int| if oj,int < 0 or oj,int > 1

0 otherwise
(45)

whereo1,int ando2,int are found using Eqns. (41) and (42),
respectively,

ǫ2(λPL) =

˛

˛

˛

˛

1

m1

˛

˛

˛

˛

+

˛

˛

˛

˛

1

m2

˛

˛

˛

˛

(46)

and finally

ǫ3(λPL) =

˛

˛

˛

˛

FAR

100%
−

FRR

100%

˛

˛

˛

˛

(47)

6.1.2 Initial Solution of PL Parameters
The initial solution forλPL (required by the downhill sim-
plex optimization) is based on the impostor opinion distri-
bution. Let us assume that the distribution can be described
by a 2D Gaussian function with a diagonal covariance ma-
trix [see Eqn.(21)], indicating that it can be characterized
by {µ1, µ2, σ1, σ2} whereµj andσj is the mean and stan-
dard deviation in thej-th dimension, respectively. Under the
Gaussian assumption, 95% of the values for thej-th dimen-
sion lie in the[µj − 2σj , µj + 2σj ] interval. Let us use this
property to define three points in 2D opinion space (shown
graphically in Fig. 11):

P1 = ( x1 , y1 ) = ( µ1 , µ2 + 2σ2 ) (48)

P2 = ( x2 , y2 ) =
`

µ1 + 2σ1 cos
ˆ

π
4

˜

, µ2 + 2σ2 sin
ˆ

π
4

˜ ´

(49)

P3 = ( x3 , y3 ) = ( µ1 + 2σ1 , µ2 ) (50)



Thus the gradient (m1) and the intercept (c1) for the first
line can be found using:

m1 =
y2 − y1

x2 − x1
(51)

c1 = y1 − m1x1 (52)

Similarly, the gradient (m2) and the intercept (c2) for the
second line can be found using:

m2 =
y3 − y2

x3 − x2
(53)

c2 = y2 − m2x2 (54)

The initial solution for real data is shown in Fig. 14.

6.2 Modified Bayesian Post-Classifier

In Fig. 6 it can be seen that the decision boundary made
by the Bayesian post-classifier (described in Section 3.1)
envelops the true claimant opinion distribution. The down-
ward movement of the vectors due to noisy conditions (dis-
cussed in Section 4.7.1) crosses the boundary and is the
main cause of the error increases. If the decision boundary
was forced to envelop the distribution of opinion vectors
for impostor claims, the error increase would be reduced;
this can be accomplished by modifying the decision rule
described in (10) to use only the impostor likelihood (i.e.,
log p(oi|λi,true) = 0 ∀ i):

chosen class=

8

<

:

C1 if −
PNE

i=1 log p(oi|λi,imp) > t

C2 otherwise
(55)

whereC1 andC2 are the true claimant and impostor classes,
respectively.

Compared to the piece-wise linear classifier presented in
Section 6.1, the modified Bayesian classifier avoids heuris-
tics and is easily extendable to three or more experts.

6.3 Experiments and Discussion

The performance of the proposed PL and modified Bayesian
post-classifiers is evaluated; the experimental setup is the
same as described in Section 4.6, with the results for white
noise shown in Fig. 12 and for “operations-room” noise in
Fig. 13. Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of opinion
vectors in clean and noisy (SNR = -8 dB) conditions (white
noise), respectively, with the decision boundaries used by
the proposed approaches.

As can be observed, the decision boundary used by the PL
post-classifier effectively takes into account the movement
of opinion vectors due to noisy conditions. Comparing Figs.
8 and 12 it can be seen that the proposed PL post-classifier
has similar performance to the adaptive weighted summa-
tion approach, with the advantage of having a fixed (non-
adaptive) structure; moreover, unlike the mismatch detec-
tion weight update algorithm used in the adaptive approach,
the PL post-classifier does not make a direct assumption
about the type of noise that caused the mismatch between
training and testing conditions.

Due to the nature of the decision boundary, the performance
of the modified Bayesian post-classifier is slightly worse
than the PL post-classifier; however, unlike the PL post-
classifier proposed here, the modified Bayesian post-classifier
is easily extendable to three or more experts.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper first provided an overview of important concepts
in the field of information fusion, followed by a review of
milestones in audio-visual person identification and verifi-
cation. Several recent adaptive and non-adaptive techniques
for reaching the verification decision (i.e, whether to accept
or reject the claimant), based on speech and face informa-
tion, were evaluated in clean and noisy audio conditions
on a common database; it was shown that in clean condi-
tions most of the non-adaptive approaches provide similar
performance and in noisy conditions most exhibit deterio-
ration in performance; moreover, it was shown that current
adaptive approaches are either inadequate or utilize restric-
tive assumptions. A new category of classifiers was then
introduced, where the decision boundary is fixed but con-
structed to take into account how the distributions of opin-
ions are likely to change due to noisy conditions; compared
to a previously proposed adaptive approach, the proposed
classifiers do not make a direct assumption about the type
of noise that causes the mismatch between training and test-
ing conditions.

Future work will include a modification of the feature vec-
tor concatenation approach, so that only audio vectors clas-
sified as speech (by the Voice Activity Detector) are con-
catenated with corresponding face vectors; this should aid
in significantly reducing the amount of irrelevant (non- dis-
criminative) information that is currently being used dur-
ing modeling and likelihood calculation (leading to the rela-
tively poor performance of feature vector concatenation ap-
proach in clean conditions).
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Figure 2: Graphical interpretation of the assumptions used
in Section 4.4.
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Figure 3: Performance of the speech and face experts.
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Figure 4: Performance of non-adaptive fusion techniques in
the presence of white noise.
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Figure 5: Performance of non-adaptive fusion techniques in
the presence of operations-room noise.
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Figure 6: Decision boundaries used by fixed post-classifier
fusion approaches and the distribution of opinion vectors
for true and impostor claims (clean speech).
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Figure 7: As per Fig. 6, but using noisy speech (corrupted
with white noise, SNR = -8 dB).
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Figure 8: Performance of adaptive fusion techniques in the
presence of white noise.
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Figure 9: Performance of adaptive fusion techniques in the
presence of operations-room noise.
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Figure 10: Example decision boundary of the PL classifier
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Figure 11: Points used in the initial solution of PL classifier
parameters
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Figure 12: Performance of structurally noise resistant fu-
sion techniques in the presence of white noise.
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Figure 13: Performance of structurally noise resistant fu-
sion techniques in the presence of operations-room noise.
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Figure 14: Decision boundaries used by structurally noise
resistant fusion approaches and the distribution of opinion
vectors for true and impostor claims (clean speech).
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Figure 15: As per Fig. 14, but using noisy speech (cor-
rupted with white noise, SNR = -8 dB).


